Four Alarm Grub

Fires sometimes interrupt dinner preparations at Fire Station 35, a few blocks from University Towne Centre. But when I watched the men one late afternoon, I was struck by the calm grace of their motions.

One of the paramedics, a dark-haired man with a body that could have been sculpted by Polyclitus, washed spinach and filled a big silver colander with the springy emerald leaves.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 21
Sealed Fate
By Bill McKinsey
When is a SEAL not a SEAL? Too often, says Darrell Young, a co-SEAL who trained in Cavetwood, Young heard of so many dead SEALs, that he felt they were 'killing themselves' and 'giving up'.

The most recent and tragic example was when Rear Admiral B.N. Vreeland, director of the German Navy's Office of Naval Operations, was killed in a plane crash in Germany.
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Sealed fate
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Get Started with AirTouch Cellular!
1/2. Off your monthly account
for 3 months and 1,000 local
minutes evenings and weekends.

The new Powerband" 
Digital Phone
Smaller & Lighter 
Completely Redesigned
• Voice Mail • Paging 
• Caller ID • E-Mail

EXECUTIVE COMMUNICATIONS

PAY NOTHING
"1999
PAY NOTHING
"1998
NO INTEREST
ON FULL YEAR
PLUS NO MONEY DOWN

Camcorder - TV- Big Screen - VCR - Portable
Audio System - Loudspeaker - CD Player
Receiver - Car Audio Component & Phone...

FREE • FREE • FREE
CAMCORDER TRIOPO & BAG
FREE MEETING ROOM SPEAKERS • NO VALUE
FREE DESIGNER TOUCH TONE PHONE
FREE 2-2 MINUTE TOLL FREE CALLS

Early Bird SPECIALS FRIDAY 8am-10am
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YOU DESERVE TO PLAY

PRO AUDIO • KEYBOARDS • RECORDING • SOFTWARE • HOME STUDIO

NEW WORLD MUSIC & SOUND

569-1944
50 DAYS SAME AS CASH

SOME REALLY SHARP GIFT IDEAS!

$7.77 EACH

PLANT STAND

$12.77 EACH

IRON WALL RACK

$19.77 EACH

PORTABLE TV STAND

WOODEN COMBO RACK

$37.77

RUSTIC PINE WALL SHELF

$77.77

MOSAIC TILE ACCENT TABLE

$147.77

gorgeous tile and iron serving cart

PALACE OF GAIN
OR
HOUSE OF PAIN?

Beach Sleep

ASSEMBLY REQUIRED ON HOME ITEMS

1997

1997
Earth Quakes, Fires, Floods, and things that go bump in the night.

Survival Kit!

Don't leave home without this incredible survival kit!

All This... for just $33

- New! Sony CMT-400 Microportable
- High-capacity Nickel metal Battery
- Home/Office Charging Unit
- Automobile Adaptor
- Leather Carrying Case
- Motorola Pronto Pager*
- 1000 Minutes Every Month for just $12**
- Free Call Waiting
- Free Call Forwarding
- Free 3-way Calling

But you better hurry. At this price, they won't be around long!

8935 Towne Centre Drive • San Diego, CA 92122

*Requires contract with Infoplanet
**Dial 888.INFOPLANT toll free 7 days a week 5:00 AM - 11:00 PM Pacific Time

Your Wireless SuperSource

888.INFOPLANT toll free

www.infoplanet.com

1997 NOV
Another highlight was the new-style pizza on a smooth, sturdy surface. John Stansall, the main cook for the evening's meal, told his assistants to keep an eye out for a special delivery to the restaurant. After the delivery arrived, the staff prepared the extra pizza for the customers. "It's great to have fresh, high-quality ingredients," John said.
STEREO WAREHOUSE
CAR AUDIO & AUTO SECURITY
ALL NAME-BRAND MERCHANDISE AT OR BELOW DEALER COST!

Open to the Public!
4 Day Sale!
Friday, November 26, thru Monday, December 1
ALL MERCHANDISE BRAND NEW!

HOLIDAY WIT & WISDOM
Our stores are brimming with inventive gifts... sure to be the most favored presents given.

SILVER FRAME ORNAMENTS
No Christmas season is complete without the magic of silver. You'll love these handcrafted ornaments.

ATOMIC ROBOT MAN
Our newest design in the toy collection. This robot has a unique design and comes with a fun accessory pack.

FOOT DUVET
Perfect for those cold winter nights. The foot duvet is designed to keep your feet warm and toasty.

RESTORATION HARDWARE
Furniture, accessories, and lighting to create a warm and inviting atmosphere.

VINTAGE CASKET SHAPED SMOKING SET
A classic smoking set with a vintage casket shape. Perfect for those who appreciate the finer things in life.

POTTED POMEGRANATE TREE
A beautiful potted pomegranate tree. These trees are perfect for adding a touch of nature to any room.

HURRY IN FOR OUR BEST DEALS OF THE YEAR!

5040 Convoy Street, Suite B
San Diego, CA 92110
(619) 715-9328
Closed Thanksgiving
100% Financing Available

All photos for illustration only. Open every day, Monday-Thursday 10 am-7 pm, Friday-Saturday 9 am-7 pm.
Smells Like Success

In the Food Industry World, I'm Something of a Miracle

In 80 degrees outside and there is no breeze and a couple sit in a snug booth of Karen Kraene's Extraordinary Desserts on Fifth Avenue and with neither comment nor expression methodically eat several slices of cake, a piece of Boston tart, and two different kinds of cookie. Both man and woman are thin, tan, in their 50s. His gray beard is trimmed neatly, he wears Bully black, a Carter tank watch. Her thick blond hair is cut blunt, a black Boira purse sits at her side. She wears a Carter tank watch. They look European, and because tourists to this part of the world don't tend to spend time, clear afternoon, looking into plate after plate of rich cookies, it would appear the couple's visit to Extraordinary Desserts was other than casual. Karen Kraene seems to think so too. From a corner in her sleek, earthtone store where she stands unpacking merchandise — imported jams, Japanese teas — she glances at the couple. Unpacks, glances. There's a good chance they are food critics or food writers from somewhere. Over the summer, in the U.K. and abroad, half-dozen articles and cover stories in fashion and women's magazines praising Kraene's cakes.

Over time, brewers have abandoned the century-old tradition of aging their beers on beechwood chips. They figured they could add carbonation cheaper and faster by using artificial means, often involving fertilizer and petroleum by-products.

Today, Budweiser still maintains the costly and time-consuming tradition of Beechwood Aging to deliver a naturally carbonated and distinctively crisp, clean taste.
With GTE Paging Service,
you'll know who called.

Not who your roommate thinks called.
Allstate Cellular
VOTED THE TOP
SAN DIEGO-BASED PAGER
& CELLULAR DEALER!

Motorola
Cel-Mate II

New Lower Rates
90¢
60¢

FREE

Call us for details!

OVERSTOCK SALE
FURNITURE AND MATTRESSES
Free same day delivery
30% OFF

$298
Lowest Price

$498

$398

$548

BEDROOM GALLERY

$158

$398

FREE

Mattress Sale
Orthopedic &0
 Styles on Display
$18

$39

$59

MATTRESS SALE

$18

$39

$59

FAMOUS NAMES

SONY

DETACHABLE-FACE

27 Days Until Christmas!

INSTALLATION
$219

ON ALL OUR STEREOS, COMPACT DISCS & ALARMS

INSTALLATION
$279

Anniversary Sale!

FREE INSTALLATION

with a FREE INSTALLATION

certificate

20+ vans 
2.6 quick response

$399

ATLANTIC CAR STEREO

SAN DIEGO

KEARNY MESA

KEARNY MESA

EL CASON

POWAY

SPECIAL PURCHASE

INSTALLATION

Available for ALL STOCK

ATLAS FURNITURE WAREHOUSE

2780 Mission Gorge Rd, C.D.E

(619) 582-1038

JL AUDIO

BIZZAD

MD QUART

SPEAKERS

LAPTOP SECURITY

WARRANTY

$49

SONY

EXPRESS ENSURE
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How Far We Came to Be Here and How Much Along the Way We Lost
Fin Kisses

When I was in college, some of the women would bring their friends to see me. One day, a friend of mine, who had once been a great admirer of mine, brought her new boyfriend to see me. She said, "I want you to meet my new boyfriend, Mark."

Mark was tall, dark, and handsome. He had a great sense of humor and was always looking for a good time. I was immediately attracted to him, and we spent the evening together. We talked about all sorts of things, from our favorite movies and TV shows to our favorite foods. We laughed and joked, and it was a great night.

The next day, I saw Mark again. He was at the bar, and I walked over to him. "Hey, Mark, how was your night?" I asked.

"It was great," he said. "I had a lot of fun with you. I was thinking, maybe we could do this again sometime?" he said.

"Absolutely," I replied. "I had a great time with you too. Let's do it again soon!"

And we did. We saw each other several times over the next few weeks, and it was always a great time. We talked, laughed, and had a lot of fun together.

Eventually, we started seeing each other more and more often. We went out to eat, saw movies, and just hung out together. It was a great relationship, and I was happy to have Mark in my life.
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You'll Be Alone
Wilderness Walkabout

From November through April, you probably have 10 campsites open during the week. These are
not reserved. That's why you can walk into a campsite with all of your gear and not worry about
your name being written in the book. Now it's Saturday, and you're finding a campsite. None
of the rest of your gear is packed up. You walk in and find a site. You pitch your tent. You
walk out, and you're alone.
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Thanksgiving Wilderness Walkabout
Saturday, November 23, 10 a.m. to 3 p.m., at Mission Valley, entrance on Center Drive at 7450. Admission free. Year-round campsite will be open.

Chuck Kuntz
Wilderness
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Seeing Through the Emerson Quartet

The late Beethoven quartets need and deserve numerous hearings, if they are to yield their secrets.

The Emerson Quartet gives one of their most telling performances of the late Beethoven quartets, and it may be the last time. For their long association, they were the first and the last to be heard on Emerson's line-up.

They have recorded Beethoven before, and it's not a question of whether they are the best Beethoven quartets around, it's whether they are the best Emerson Quartets. The answer is no.

The quartet was founded in the 1930s by the late Violinist Max Weisz, and the group has been associated with the Emerson Quartet ever since. When the group was founded, it was a group of young people, but now it's an older group.

They are a group of three older people, and it's not a question of whether they are the best Beethoven quartets around, it's whether they are the best Emerson Quartets. The answer is no.
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EXTENDED UNTIL DECEMBER 7
SOME SHOWS SOLD OUT!
Billie Holiday in Concert
Lady Sings the Blues

Calendar
THEATER

MUSIC TRADER PAYS MORE CASH FOR CDs, TAPES, VIDEOS, LASER DISCDS, & VIDEO GAMES!

For your holiday gift giving consideration,

MUSIC TRADER HAS

ONE MILLION USED CDs AT $8.99 EACH!
GREAT SELECTION & PRICES ON NEW CDs!
KNOWLEDGEABLE, FRIENDLY PEOPLE
TO HELP WITH YOUR GIFT GIVING LISTS!
GIFT CERTIFICATES TO FIT YOUR BUDGET!

15 MUSIC TRADER STORES! THERE'S ONE NEAR YOU!

Happy Holidays

from MUSIC TRADER!

The Counter Uses CDs Shop on the Plaza!
Kim Wood is a detective. For her, the art of filmmaking and photography is her passion. She conducts detailed investigations to solve cases. Her latest project, "The Woman's Guide to Murder," explores the life of a woman who becomes embroiled in a dangerous world.

"The woman's death was a mystery. It all began with a simple task: to find her missing necklace. But as the investigation deepened, the truth became more complex. A web of lies and deceit unfolded, and the线 was a thin one."

**Lucky Strike**

"Win a Special Edition Lucky Strike Gibson ES-335! Worth over $4,000!"

**Ocean Beach**

- **Pacific Beach**
  - Nick's at the Beach
  - (805) 919-7000
- **Ocean Beach**
  - The Waterfront
  - (805) 963-8969

**Chula Vista**

- **Gaslamp Quarter**
  - The Waterfront
  - (805) 963-8969

**San Diego**

- Tobacco Co. Saloon
  - (619) 233-3333
- Caffino's
  - (619) 233-3333

**Coronado**

- Tennis Beach Club
  - (858) 233-3333
- Coronado
  - (858) 233-3333

**Surgeon General's Warning:** Quitting smoking now greatly reduces serious risks to your health.
Reader Phone Matches are on the Web

Updated every Wednesday.

Respond to ads before they appear in the Reader.

www.sdreader.com
**Eve's Bayou**

“A rac**Y** THRILLER!”

Francis Ford Coppola really puts a wallop as a charismatic storyteller.

**WINNER! BEST PICTURE 3 AUSTRALIAN ACADEMY AWARDS**

**UTTERLY FRESH AND INVIGORATING!**

A scholastic change from the Cruise of Ocean Liners.

**A SIZING TOUR DE FORCE!**

Kiss or Kill

the ultimate paranoid thrill

**NOW SHOWING**

Emvlne I'm Emlhal sow! NOW PLAYING!
Ellie's Killer Meal
I had tears in my eyes as I toasted the chefs.

MEMORIES
Calorie's

A Great Moveable Feast
...the sausage is beef and crunchy with bacon...the sauce is hot with fresh tomatoes and onion chunks...
Feast on Barona Casino's Sunday Harvest Buffet for only $2.99!

Stand in line for more than 30 minutes, and get your meal for free!

On Sunday, November 30, from 10 a.m. to 11 p.m., Barona Casino will thank the local community for its support with a fabulous Sunday buffet. For a low $2.99, enjoy a variety of our scrumptious desserts. It's a good deal for our good neighbors.

No coupons accepted with this offer. Must be 18 or older to receive special offer. Must be 18 or older to be present in casino after 8 p.m.
AVOID TRANSMISSION FAILURE

Free Transmission Check $10.00 Off
Transmission Tune-up $60.00 Off
Rebuilt Transmission $100.00 Off
Clutch Special $50.00 Off

TransMasters

Don't let the "other guys" monkey around with your transmission

TransMasters

TRANS shed: 2018
$6 CLASSIFIEDS!
24-HOUR PHONE OR FAX FOR PRIVATE PARTIES. USE FORM ON PAGE 116.

Automotive

Axle Repairs
AXLES '95
270-2340
270-8223
SHOESKIN
$36.95
270-2340
CLASSIC SHELPIKN

SNOG CHECK
$12
270-2340
SHEEPSKIN
$36.95
270-2340

WINDO W TINTING
$59
270-2340
WE DO TINTING RIGHT

CLUTCH SPECIAL
$199
270-2340
WE DO CLUTCHES RIGHT

Sprint PCS
Sprint PCS

TROUBLE TOWN
by Lloyd Daniel 9/99

Get Ready to Rattle
Bright red San Diego Trolleys are open to the public to go to Mission Valley. On November 12, Trolleys start running from early in the morning until late at night everyday. Here's our new stations including:
- Morena/Linda Vista
- Fashion Valley
- Hazard Center
- Mission Valley Center
- Qualcomm Stadium
- Mission San Diego
- Don't fight the traffic this holiday season, take the Trolley!
AFFORDABLE DIVORCE
BANKRUPTCY ATTORNEY
LEMON LAW ATTORNEY
DIVORCE & BANKRUPTCY
MAGICAL CHILD SALE
ACUPUNCTURE
LEARN MASSAGE
HERBALIFE DISTRIBUTOR
FELONY CASES
MASSAGE CAREER
ACTIVE SINGLES
BACK PAGE
PAPER 702.0x612.0
FREE CONSULTATION Call NOW 415-356-9810 1-800-503-5900
VAGINAL INFECTION?
JEEPS FOR $100
REPO HOMES 4 LESS!!
STOP CREDITORS!
LOW $5 LEGAL DEFENSE EVICTIONS, DUI, ETC.
PREGNANT?
HERBALIFE DISTRIBUTOR
INJURED? ARRESTED?
CREDIT CARD BILLS?
ACCUSED OF A CRIME?
Get Your Piece Of The Pie!
AUTO INSURANCE
Date Nothing But The Best
Major Trial Attorney
Difficulty falling asleep?

MASSAGE CAREER!

MASSAGE CAREER!

MASSAGE CAREER!

MASSAGE CAREER!

MASSAGE CAREER!

MASSAGE CAREER!

MASSAGE CAREER!

MASSAGE CAREER!

MASSAGE CAREER!